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 Imagine you are attending the walk-through prior to closing with your buyer when 
suddenly the buyer turns to you and shockingly screams “Where is the 60-inch plasma 
flat screen television that was mounted to the wall in the family room!” and “Where are 
the two custom picture-framed mirrors mounted over the his and her vanities in the 
master bathroom!” Horrified of the last minute closing catastrophes, you frantically 
contact the listing Realtor® to ask why these items have been removed from the home 
by the Seller while simultaneously praying to the closing gods that these items will 
immediately be returned to the home and this transaction will actually close peacefully.  
To your horror, the listing realtor® responds to your inquiry and states the mounted flat 
screen T.V. and custom made hanging mirrors in the master bathroom are personal 
property and are not sold as part of the sales contract between the buyer and seller.   
Congratulations are in order to the buyer’s Realtor®, who may now be purchasing a 60-
inch plasma TV and two custom hanging mirrors as closing gifts for the buyer!  
 
 To avoid last minute closing controversies, both listing and selling Realtors® 
should be pro-active when preparing a listing contract and sales contract for the sale of 
property. Generally speaking, personal property is not sold as part of a real estate 
contract unless the contract specifically includes those items of personal property which 
are part of the sale of the property to the buyer.  To the contrary, a fixture is generally 
defined as an item which becomes part of the realty by being physically annexed or 
affixed to it by the owner of the property with the intent of making it a part thereof and is 
not removable without injuring the property.  
 

While the difference between a “fixture” and “personal property” sounds very 
simple, it becomes much more difficult to apply these general rules in today’s real estate 
market. Electronic equipment in residences has become increasingly more 
sophisticated and now ranges from the plasma TV mounted on the living room wall to 
entire lighting, entertainment, and security systems integrated on a single control panel 
or controlled by Sellers with their cell phones and tablets. 
  

The challenge for a listing Realtor® is to identify and to inventory all of these 
electronic systems and components with the Sellers at the time of the Listing Contract. 
The Sellers can then confirm which of these items the Seller intends to sell with the 
property at closing. Talk to your Sellers about whether they intend to sell their flat 
screen TV affixed to the wall by a mounting bracket and/or the other electronic 
equipment. Unless these items are clearly identified and agreed upon prior to the 
commencement of the Listing Contract, there may be confusion during contract 
negotiations between what the Seller intended to sell and what the Seller may have 
actually sold. Preparing a list and/or a photographic inventory of electronic and other 
items that are included in the sale (and specifying any exclusions) from the sale of the 
property are great ways to avoid issues at the time a sales contract is signed.     
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 When working with buyers, Realtors® are encouraged to consult with their 
customers during showings and contract preparations to determine their intended 
inclusions when preparing an offer to purchase the property. Remind your buyers that 
what you see may not always be what you get at closing!  Talk to your Buyers about 
whether they expect to receive that 60-inch flat screen T.V. affixed to the wall by a 
mounting bracket, the pool equipment, and the hanging mirrors above any bathroom 
vanity or in the master dressing room. Realtors® should also review any specific 
exclusions defined by the Seller in the confidential remarks or attachments to the MLS 
listing of the property. Attaching a photographic inventory of items to be included 
(especially any that may be in question) are a great way to ensure both parties are in 
agreement at the time a contract is signed.  
 
 The NABOR® Sales Contract for Residential Improved Property clearly states 
the real property is being sold together with existing fixture(s), built in appliances, and 
provides a specific list of personal property that is included as part of the Sales 
Contract.  Realtors® should read that provision with their Sellers or Buyers and should 
discuss any additional items which should be included into, or excluded from the Sales 
Contract.  The bottom line is Realtors® must be pro-active to avoid any possibility of a 
last minute closing debate about whether an item is a “fixture” or “personal property”, 
and should be included with the sale of the property in the sales contract. This becomes 
increasingly more important with the “hot issues” such as flat screen T.V.’s, mirrors, and 
the advancement of, and increasing integration of electronic equipment into residences. 
  
   


